Introduction
Habermas' amendments to his original public sphere thesis have been recognised by a number of media scholars in recent years (Habermas, 1996; Habermas, 2006; McGuigan, 2002; Davis, 2009 ).
His original Habilitationschrift thesis of a decline or re-feudalisation of the public sphere where politics is played out by elites in front of the public (and the consequent imperviousness of systems of instrumental rationality of money and power to criticism from the life-world) has been modified, under the influence of Bernhard Peters' work (1993 Peters' work ( , 2007 , to incorporate the possibility of action from the periphery of the public sphere influencing, if not exclusively determining, decisions made at the administrative core. This is known as the 'sluice-gate' model of the public sphere and has been greeted with some enthusiasm because it provides the possibility of both explaining and enacting social change from below without which it would appear difficult to fathom how the feminist and ecological movements have influenced public policy.
While Habermas' modification has been noted, there has, however, been limited work on exploring the operation of the sluices in greater detail and particularly on the role of the mass media in acting as a communication channel between peripheral publics and core elites. The purpose of this article is to do so via a case study of the national newspaper debate in the UK about the existence and extent of the national DNA database as it is a prima facie candidate for observing the operation of the sluice-gates. It is simply one case study of the sluices in action but we provide also a model and a method to show how further cases might be investigated so that our thinking about flux in the public sphere might be developed.
The Sluice-gate Model or Modification of the Public Sphere
In liberal representative democracies, Peters argues, communication and decision-making occur along a centre-periphery channel. Along the channel there are a number of sluices and sluice-gates that regulate the flow of communication (a sluice is an artificial channel for carrying water or, in this case, communication). When water pressure builds up behind the gate, the mechanism controlling the opening of the gate is activated and water flows through. The core of the political system is the executive, the judiciary, and the legislature. It is here formal decision-making power resides. The legislature is commonly the most pervious to public intervention but is often weak in terms of ability to address social issues directly and belongs to the outer core. Moving further away still from administrative power there are the institutions of the periphery (associations, cultural and professional bodies, public interest groups, churches, charities). They seek to influence decisionmaking through bringing their concerns before the government, before the courts, before parliament, and before the mass media. The mass media form part of the periphery of the public sphere but they dominate within the periphery through choosing which voices can access the mass media public sphere and thus exercise greater pressure on core public sphere institutions both directly and via the formation of public opinion. Habermas (2006) argues that there are two critical conditions that mediated political communication (in this case, national newspapers) must fulfil if decision-making is to be regarded as legitimate: the media system should be independent from its social environments and anonymous audiences should give feedback to elite discourses and actors in civil society (2006: 412) . While this is the ideal function of the mass media in a deliberative democracy and may be used to assess how well the mass media perform their democratic function, 'the dynamics of mass communication are driven by the power of the media to select, and shape the presentation of, messages and by the strategic use of political and social power to influence the agendas as well as the triggering and framing of public issues ' (2006: 415) . For Peters, likewise, democratic legitimacy is achieved in a system where the core is responsive to the periphery. The core institutions obviously hope to control the flow of communication but 'the centre controls the direction and the dynamics of these processes only to a limited degree. Changes can start just as much at the periphery as at the centre' (Peters, 1993: 340) . It is this possibility of the periphery acting upon the core institutions through a build-up of pressure on the sluices that forces the gates open that explains how policy can change and power can be redistributed in society. Put in Habermasian terms, the life-world confronts the systems world. How much redistribution of power that occurs then depends on the relative strengths of the opposing forces at play and the contexts in which they operate.
Of key importance here is the consciousness of crisis which is communicated (or not) to the public through mass media institutions. If peripheral groups can begin to turn the sluice-gate mechanism, the built up force of the water pours through helping to open the gates further and the gates become more difficult to close. Once this happens it is no longer 'business as usual' for the core institutions. The 'attention span of the citizenry enlarges' (Habermas, 1996: 337) and the core institutions have to respond in some form or other at the risk of losing legitimacy if they fail to do so. We have, in other words, a complex struggle over both the information and political environments. The ability of peripheral groups to influence core decision-making depends on the capability of the peripheral groups (their ability to uncover and present issues from alternative perspectives) and on the opportunities to exercise those capabilities (through interacting via the sluices with government, courts, parliament and the mass media). It may well be that civil society groups are simply too weak because of conditioning by system world imperatives to respond to a crisis by presenting alternatives. However, it should always be borne in mind that the key ideology of liberal democracies is not merely an ideology. Democratic institutions derive their legitimacy from the people and so the core institutions may be ultimately susceptible to popular critique and to popular opinion. In principle, the sluice-gates are always open in a democracy, in practice, they are often more closed than open.
What is proposed here is a different, supplementary approach to examining the relationships between publics, elites, and media institutions than that offered by Lance Bennett. His theory of 'indexing' where journalists take their cue from political elites has been revised to take account of how journalists can sometimes be 'semi-independent' through the dynamic of events not fitting 'official framings' (Bennett et al., 2006: 469) . What concerns us here is the process by which the concerns of peripheral publics are adopted by political and media elites and elite dissensus is produced through the dynamic relationship of peripheral publics and elites. We need to consider not only the possibility that 'facts on the ground' conflict with official framings but also that carriers of alternative framings need to be present and at least a section of the political elite needs to be prepared to shift its stance. What we offer then is a complex analysis of the dynamic process of indexing rather than say making claims about the degree of independence of the press from political elites.
The UK's National DNA Database
The national DNA database has become the largest forensic DNA database in the world per capita. case the profiles may be kept for three years, extendable to a maximum of 5 years on application to a court, before being destroyed). The DNA of those arrested (but not charged) with serious violent or sexual crimes may be retained for three years (extendable to 5 on application to court) if the Home Secretary applies and convinces a newly created commissioner for biometric information that such retention is justified. The DNA profiles of innocent people currently on the database (about 1 million profiles) will be deleted.
Methodology
Three methods were used in our research. An analysis of claims-making in the newspaper debate from January 1991 to May 2009 was followed by in-depth interviews with key actors central to the debate, identified from the analysis of the newspaper coverage. In addition, the method of processtracing, deployed in case study analysis in comparative political research but not used before in media analysis, was adopted because it is an appropriate method to identify the causal path through which the sluice-gates open.
Claims-making
Notwithstanding the manifold problems of electronic databases, we used the Nexis database, which has electronic copies of many UK newspapers (Deacon, 2007) claims were documented (1310 with a key word). Articles were categorised by newspaper, claimsmaker, claim , valence (broadly whether a claim was supportive or critical of the DNA database) and key words.
Our work draws on the insights of claims making (Best, 1987) and political claims-making analysis (Koopmans & Statham, 1999; Statham & Gray, 2005a) to understand the media debate.
By making claims, collective actors strategically attempt to make their political demands appear more publicly rational and legitimate than those of their opponents […] An instance of political claims-making is a unit of strategic action in the public sphere. It consists of the purposive and public acts which articulate political demands, decisions, implementations, calls to action, proposals [and] criticisms… (Statham & Gray, 2005b: 881) .
Interviews
From the newspaper analysis we identified a number of key actors central to the debate. Interviews were conducted with ten of the central protagonists including MPs: David Davis, Chris Huhne and Jenny Wilmott, the current and past chair of the National DNA Database Strategy Board and interest groups, such as Liberty, GeneWatch and No2ID, enabling us to examine public claims in greater depth.
Process-tracing
Process-tracing as a method of case study analysis has a relatively long history in political science and political sociology (George, 1979) . It is suitable for single case analysis such as this one that can draw upon longitudinal evidence. Process-tracing has not yet been adopted in media analysis and deserves greater attention from media scholars. The variety of process tracing used here is that of analytic explanation (George and Bennett, 2005: 211) . Here a historical narrative (in this case the media history of the DNA database) is converted into an analytical causal explanation by selecting factors that researchers consider to be important for explaining the matter at hand and producing a compelling account of the causal process involved.
Opening the media sluice-gates
As mentioned in the introduction, we consider this case as a prima facie candidate to provide further elaboration of the sluice-gate model of the public sphere. The DNA database attracted little media attention before 2006 and that attention was largely, though not exclusively, supportive and focused on CSI-style reporting (see Cavender and Deutsch, 2007: 68) Because it's a macho argument that's gone on between the parties. Who can be tougher on crime? Who can be tougher? At the time this was happening, worse afterwards, but the time this was happening, there was a great butch debate about who was going to be hardest on the criminal.
It would be wrong, however, to suggest that there was no opposition to the database even from some unlikely sources. The right-wing mid-market paper Daily Mail, not noted for being 'soft on General Election? We identify the presence of four causes that combine to form a causal recipe in order to explain the opening of the mass media sluice-gates of the public sphere in 2006: peripheral civil society actors; a resonant media narrative or narratives; trigger events; and receptive actors in the core public sphere institutions.
Civil Society Actors: voices from the periphery
If we examine the opponents of the database who made it to the national newspapers during a period when coverage of the database was decidedly muted and largely supportive (in other words, it was mostly perceived by the media not to be a contentious issue), we find that civil liberties groups and scientists were to the fore. 'I mean I know the way that our press work breaks down is that we spend a lot of time doing background briefing for journalists. And that will be just objectively giving information as well as giving them kind of our slant or our side of the story or what we think the issues are. And I think the DNA Database is, as I say, because it's quite a technical and can be felt to be a bit of a legalistic issue, there's sort of lots of things to get your head around if you're new to it. We do brief journalists on the DNA Database, you know'.
The focus of Liberty on influencing media and political elites and their success in this area is noted by Helen Wallace from GeneWatch: 'campaigns like the No2ID Campaign that's really tried to engage people at the grassroots level rather than just have a more elite kind of debate that, you know, Liberty has tended to have in the past, you know. I mean I think they do a great job, but they do a job that's very much focused on the legal profession and parliamentary lobbying and particularly lobbying in the Lords, which does not then tend to engage people on the streets, except in the context of legal cases of course where they're supporting individual cases'.
We can conclude from this that some peripheral public sphere actors are more central than It would be easy and to some extent wrong to conclude that newspapers are not interested in the views of ordinary citizens. They are interested in people (often in an instrumental way to further the causes backed by the newspaper through publishing human interest stories) who have been affected by the database and it is commonly those individuals who decide it is in their best interests not to be present in the media. Newspapers are almost never interested in the opinions of 'ordinary citizens' who are not directly affected. They tend to regard ordinary citizens as providing human interest stories and other material that can then be commented upon by experts from NGOs, political parties, journalists and so on.
Resonant Narratives: innocent and children first
An essential part of the job of a NGO that wishes to persuade mass media institutions to report on an issue is to select an element of the issue that may be of interest to journalists. They fashion a narrative that they hope journalists will pick up on and disseminate via newspapers and television.
Once that narrative has been accepted then subsequent NGO work may be more reactive, especially on an issue that has been widely reported such as the DNA database: Liberty 'on the DNA Database issue, I think we get a lot of press interest. And I feel with this particular, you know, out of all the issues that we do, this is one of those where there's been quite a strong kind of media narrative and the media have become… well certain elements within the press are very keen on the idea, feel very strongly about it and are very willing to do stories on DNA. So I think out of all of our stories, one of the ones where there is probably the strongest media narrative. And so a lot of the work that we do is kind of reactive to press interest that we get.' There are many possible stories to be told about the national DNA database that could be used by supporters and opponents. The type of story promoted by its supporters will emphasise the role that DNA evidence and the database played in solving a significant crime (rape, murder and so on).
Opponents tend to focus on two types of story -the presence of children (often thought to be naturally innocent or at least of not deserving of punishment because of dominant perceptions of childhood) on the database and the presence of profiles of innocent people on the database. There are many other stories that could be told by opponents but these are often not told because of a perceived lack of resonance for one reason or another.
The disproportionate presence of innocent black males on the database, for example, is an issue that has received some media attention but much less than the issue of innocent or children on the database. Such data obviously has broader implications than simply the DNA database as it raises the contentious issue of institutional police racism. Around one third of the UK's black population have a DNA profile on the database and three-quarters of young black males are on the database. Innocent black men are disproportionately represented on the database. This has prompted some speculation that some police are engaged arresting certain categories of people without reasonable suspicion with the intention of solving past or future crime. However, a narrative of the unjust retention of innocent people's DNA has more resonance in a state where there is presumed innocence enshrined in law rather than a narrative than accuses the police of racism as this claim will provoke both committed support and hostile rejection from different sections of the media and the public as a whole.
Another narrative that could be used is one that argues that the DNA of released prisoners should be taken off the database on the grounds that the punishment has been completed and so DNA retention is unwarranted discrimination and at odds with the ideal of rehabilitation. The permanent retention of DNA profiles can be seen as part of a 'new penology' of actuarial justice, risk management, and a return to retributive rather than rehabilitative justice (Harcourt, 2007; Garland, 2001; Sapir, 2008) .Such a narrative would more than likely fail to resonate with media and public alike as criminals are often thought to have forfeited their rights in perpetuity. Civil liberties organisations may well consider the police to be racist and the permanent retention of convicted people's DNA to be unwarranted but this is not the ground they choose to argue on as they do not think they can 'win' or even attract media interest. Phil Booth of No2ID explained how his organisation's media narrative has moved away for the present from the issue of rehabilitation of prisoners and has been adapted to fit what No2ID think is a winnable argument: 'You don't you don't, the only time I've ever had any media interaction on this I was attacked by David Aaronovitch and he said like why are you campaigning for the rights of criminals which actually boiled down to well (in private not a public forum) I hope when we've won our current battle which as campaigners we have to focus on what's winnable at the next stage then you will come out then and say yes and now's the time to campaign for the taking off of people's DNA for people that have served their time. That side of the debate as you say is not even entered into and yet I think in this country we like to think of ourselves as liberal. It doesn't appear. I mean we have laws on the rehabilitation of offenders and yet the systems counter that exactly.'
The move toward the political centre of the argument is also true for proponents of the database as well.
Before the rise of opposition to the database there were a number of calls for a universal database. As opposition has grown the state has withdrawn such calls while attempting to hold the line of the retention of innocent people's DNA profiles. Each side chooses the position that it thinks will have the greatest public resonance and this means that the argument actually occurs somewhere in the middle and the differences between the positions become squeezed even if the language used emphasises differences between Convictions, court rulings, the publication of figures in parliament, parliamentary reports and debates and so on are all moments of heightened media attention where competing actors struggle with one another and with media professionals to deliver to the public their arguments. Many of these events are recurring (high profile convictions, publication of reports and so on). Before 2006 media attention tended to be of low intensity and died away quickly after the event. The month of greatest coverage of the database was September 2007 which saw competing calls for a universal database and a Human Genetics Commission report that called the retention of innocent people's DNA profiles 'disproportionate'. With such coverage the issue reaches a broader range of media and political elites and a broader public. A critical mass has been attained which means that the next event receives more media attention than previous, similar events as journalists and political elites are primed for the story. A momentum develops when members of the core institutions of the public sphere (members of Select Committees in parliament, for example) decide that there is an issue to be discussed and their work becomes an event for media professionals to report on.
Once a critical mass or tipping point has been reached media professional tend to go to sources rather than sources going to media professionals. NGOs after years of attempting to interest newspapers in the database were now approached by newspapers for comment. Isabella Sankey of Liberty describes this phenomenon and dates the change to the ECHR ruling on S and Marper in December 2008:
Maybe post-Marper I think there's been a particular spike actually yeah, because that story itself was really big. I remember the day that Marper broke, we were all… We normally have sort of one spokesperson on a story if it's a heavy media day, and on that day I think we had four people because we just got absolutely inundated. It was, I think perhaps the busiest press day we've had since I was here…since then, whether it's been yeah, a report by the HGC or there's been FOI requests made by politicians, whatever it is, there's been quite a lot of activity by interest groups I guess, but I think the press have been keen to kind of make a story out of it.
After the ECHR ruling relatively insignificant events such as a report attract greater media attention because the issue is more widely understood and considered to be newsworthy by media professionals. These events are now placed into a broader narrative of the erosion of presumed innocence and the rise of the surveillance society whereas previously they were reported as stand-alone events and not seen either as symptomatic of government policy or a general malevolent trend. Liberty 'when something does come along, they're very keen to take it up and I think we've almost been quite surprised in the last 18 months or so on just how proactive the press will be in carrying a story, pushing it to the top of the agenda and asking us to come in and comment.'
Receptive Media and Political Elites
So far we have discussed three ingredients of the causal recipe that explain the opening of the mass media sluice gates. While these ingredients are necessary they were not sufficient, at least in this DD: No, no, no. The design of the stance took time. I was not certain myself of the argument. For a start we didn't know… initially we didn't really know how many people were…er Well firstly we didn't have any sort of unconvicted there were. Getting that data out took some time erm, in the earlier part of this. And then later on I was mulling over in my mind whether the unconvicted were innocent.
Davis is acknowledging here that it took time for him (and the Conservative leadership) to be convinced of the narratives put forward by Liberty and other civil liberties groups and also that there needed to be a trigger event such as the discovery of the extent of retention of innocent people's profiles on the database to crystalise the attention of politicians, journalists, and indirectly the public.
In 2005 in an attempt to refashion the party in the eyes of the electorate. This is not to dismiss the shift towards a concern for civil liberties as merely political opportunism but there was a substantial element of political opportunism at play. Civil liberties groups also lobbied right-wing newspapers who had previously prided themselves on being tough on criminals and supporting the database. While The Sun remained steadfastly in favour, the Daily Mail the right-wing mid-market newspaper embraced the civil liberties agenda.
Helen Wallace describes the shifting positions of right-wing newspapers:
Is there any papers that have not taken you up at all, you know?
No I don't think there are, but there was a… You know, there's been a shift over time in positions in editorials.
Yeah. Yeah. I've seen that.
As you've probably noticed, but yeah, in terms of who was covering. So it made quite a difference when the Daily Mail decided to get on the case on that cos it's coincided with us sort of talking to the Tories really about the issue.
When was that? Was that more recently?
Yeah. That was for later. So let me try and think. Well the point at which it really… Ah no, the first story we did with the Mail, the one Action Rights For Children about our estimate that a 100,000 innocent children were on the database and that was in the summer 
Conclusion
Habermas' revision of his public sphere thesis inspired through the sluice-gate metaphor and work of Bernhard Peters is a welcome elaboration of thinking about the public sphere. Rather than thinking about the sluice-gates as a new model of the public sphere it may be better to think of it as a modification of Habermas's original concept. This modification offers the potential to explain how change occurs in the public sphere and how peripheral actors can, on occasion, help to bring about change in core public sphere institutions. Clearly the public are not completely divorced from elites in the manner suggested by Habermas' original thesis. However, there has been relatively little empirical elaboration of the operation of the sluice-gates.
The present study is a contribution to the development of an empirically informed sluice-gate modification to the public sphere concept but more empirical work is obviously required. The present approach of suggesting a causal recipe or combination for how mass media sluice-gates are opened, namely examining the interaction of peripheral civil society actors, narratives, trigger events and recruitment from the core of the public sphere, may prove to be a useful way of approaching other case studies. Emphasis should be placed upon explaining the interaction of actors and institutions situated in different parts of the public sphere that produces changes in the public sphere and may lead to broader policy and/or social change. It is important to capture the dynamic relationships between actors and institutions from periphery to core if we are to avoid a simplistic, mechanistic account of the sluices opening and closing.
While one should be wary of drawing general conclusions from one case study as the balance of forces will undoubtedly vary from issue to issue and from time to time, it is important to make five observations that may help to focus future research on the sluice-gate modification. The first is that when we speak of peripheral public sphere actors we should recognise that the key 'peripheral' civil society group in this case, Liberty, is a relatively well-funded organisation that lobbies elites in mass media and core public sphere institutions. It enjoys much greater access to the mass media and to political elites than other NGOs working this area. The voices of GeneWatch and No2ID were heard but only rarely and often only after the database had become a story for journalists. Some peripheral actors are then more peripheral than others. The voices of ordinary citizens were largely absent and when they were present this could be explained by their supposed compatibility with the newspapers' agenda. Second, the search for a resonant narrative by peripheral actors often means that some important issues are ignored because they are not seen as being 'winnable' and often the most vulnerable and downtrodden are ignored because to speak out for them would fail to resonate with broader publics. The focus on the civil liberties of the innocent in this case has crowded out issues such as police racism and the rehabilitation of prisoners. Third, the opening of the sluicegates occurred because the Conservative Party, the major opposition political party in the UK at the time, needed to reinvent itself for electoral purposes and civil liberties issues were one way of doing this. The turn to civil liberties was convenient because it allowed the new Conservative leadership to distance themselves from previous Conservative governments and the Labour government. It turned its back on three decades of being associated with authoritarian state policies and being 'hard on crime' and embraced the discourse of the libertarian left in its critique of the surveillance state.
In other words, without this perceived need to change amongst a significant section of the political elite that change served its own interests then the sluice-gates would have remained firmly shut.
The Conservative Party did not control the discourse but rather adopted the discourse and this explains why the sluice-gates opened. Fourth, once a tipping point has been reached, more core political actors discover the issue and this in turn brings greater media attention and attention from other elites. Understanding fully the generation of this momentum is far from a trivial undertaking.
Fifth, the opening of the sluice-gates of the various institutions -media, legislature, judiciary -tend to be related to one another in a mutually reinforcing way (for example, media attention leads to more individuals raising issues with their representatives who then raise the issue in parliament and this is then reported on by the mass media). For all of these reasons, it is better to talk of a sluicegate modification to Habermas' original conception rather than an entirely new model of the public sphere. 
